
 

2015 Meadow Brook 6/6/6-Scotch/BB/ Scramble-Please note-regardless of the hole you start on –holes 1-6 are Scotch(both hit a tee shot, choose the best and 

alternate shots til you hole out). Holes 7-12 are BB- and holes 13-18 are Scramble-MUST USE AT LEAST 1 DRIVE PER PLAYER IN THE SCRAMBLE FORMAT.  The 

drives have been indicated on the sample card with a check mark. For holes 1-6, the scotch portion-note on the sample card the players have written their gross 

score per hole for the Scotch across on Chris’s line. Then they totaled those 6 holes( came out to 27)  & entered it below at the start of  the gross line, then 

subtracted the team Scotch handicap of 6(written on the bottom of the card)to come up with a net of 21 indicated as A. For the BB portion, the score of the ball 

used was entered in the player’s box. There is no need to write both scores as it won’t be posted but if you do, you MUST circle the one used as this team did on 

hole #9. Should you write both scores and don’t circle one, per our OSWGA scoring policy, the scoring committee will not be able to ascertain which score was 

used and will use the higher score.  The team then added gross of the BB portion- and came up with 30-and added the net-24 Indicated as B in the center of the 

card. For the scramble portion, the team score per hole was again written on the line with Chris’s name. They then totaled the Scramble portion and wrote the 

total of 31 on the Gross line below. Then they subtracted the team handicap of 2(written on the bottom of the card) to come up with a 29 net in the scramble 

portion indicated as C. Now you can see the Gross & Net of all 3 portions of the 3 formats. The team has written the gross and net from all formats as indicated 

on the far right of the card. Then they totaled the 3 gross and net scores for a team gross score of 88 and a team net score of 74.  A player from each group in 

the foursome has signed the card. We realize your opponents are scoring for you but it is your responsibility to recheck before turning the card in. Why not have 

a scorecard chat on your first tee using the sample card handout-If you could try to mirror your card like this one-life would be a bowl of cherries! Thank you & 

good luck!!  


